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Addendum B – Renewal of Current Agreement 
Agreement between the Contractor, Princeton Leadership Services, LLC (dba Athlete 

Viewpoint) and the Client,  Wisconsin Eau Claire Athletics.  Whereas the Contractor has had a 
signed Agreement with the Client since 10/1/2016 and the Client wishes to continue the 
Agreement until a new expiration date of 6/30/2021. 

 
The Addendum indicates a continuation of service and extension of the original 

Agreement between the Contractor and the Client.  All initial agreed upon terms remain in 
effect unless otherwise noted and agreed to below by both parties. 

 
Contracted Service(s) and Annual Fee:  (check all that apply) 
 ☒ Athlete Viewpoint student-athlete experience survey,  

$4,999/year 1, $5,149/year 2 (3% increase) 
 ☐ AV Alert platform, $1,000/year 
 ☐ Senior Exit Interview platform, $2,500/year  
 
Term:  The term of this Agreement will commence upon execution by both parties and continue 
until the expiration date above. 
 
Total Compensation:  Payment is due within 30 days from receipt of invoice.  Service is billed 
annually and invoices will be sent in the academic year for which services are contracted. 
 
The parties agree to these additions to the above referenced agreement.  All other terms and 
conditions shall remain unchanged. 
 
 
 
_______________________________________________  ____________ 
Signed, Title        Date 
 

     May 24, 2019  
Jennifer Cross, Manager      Date 
Athlete Viewpoint 

 
 
 
 

July 3, 2019



From: Gilbert, Ceotrid III - DOA
To: Morris, Mike
Cc: Gillen, Elizabeth
Subject: Waiver Request Approval - of Athlete Viewpoint (2019)
Date: Wednesday, July 3, 2019 9:23:41 AM
Attachments: Waiver Request for Contract 505ENT-M16-VARSOFTWARE-00.msg

You have requested a waiver to purchase software from a source other than the resellers on
the State mandatory Contract 505ENT-M16-VARSOFTWARE-00.
 
Your waiver request has been approved because you have provided the following supporting
information:
 

1. ☒Yes☐No  The Publisher has stated in writing (email or with signature on their
letterhead) that it does not sell its products through resellers.

2. ☐Yes☐No  The resellers under the State contract cannot provide the product as
stated in their responses.

3. ☐Yes☐No  You are buying hardware which includes software that is specific to
the hardware and enables the hardware to perform.

4. ☐Yes☐No  You have provided documented/ demonstrated cost savings where
the actual  amount of savings shall be determined at the discretion of the
contract manager.

5. ☐Yes☐No  You have requested a waiver pursuant to Pro-C-3 or PRO-D-29.
 

 
Supporting documents for the above selected items are attached to this Waiver Request
Approval.

 
This waiver is not a waiver of the bid process.
This waiver only provides the authority to use the applicable procurement procedures based
on the total dollar amount of the purchase as provided in the State Procurement Manual. 
Revisions to the Procurement Manual (Sections B, C, D, E, F, G, I, J and K) were identified as
necessary because of the impact of STAR. Please cross reference these changes when
reviewing the Procurement Manual for the impact of the onboarding use of STAR. Here is the
link: http://vendornet.state.wi.us/vendornet/procman/SPMAddendum.pdf
 
 
 

Ceotrid Gilbert, SPSM
IT Acquisitions Consultant, Division of Enterprise Operations
DOA, State Bureau of Procurement
ceotrid.gilbert@wisconsin.gov
(608) 267-4506
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mailto:GILLENEF@uwec.edu
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Waiver Request for Contract 505ENT-M16-VARSOFTWARE-00

		From

		Morris, Mike

		To

		Gilbert, Ceotrid III - DOA

		Cc

		Gillen, Elizabeth

		Recipients

		Ceotrid.GilbertIII@wisconsin.gov; GILLENEF@uwec.edu



Good morning Ceotrid,





I am writing to request a waiver from DOA contract 505ENT-M16-VARSOFTWARE-00 for the purchase of Athlete Viewpoint. The basis of this waiver request is the software solution is not available through resellers. Attached to this email, please find communication from Athlete Viewpoint supporting the statement that the software is only sold by Athlete Viewpoint.





Please let me know if you have questions on this request.





Thanks - Mike





 





Mike Morris, Procurement Specialist





UW-Shared Services Procurement





432 N. Lake Street, #501, Madison, WI 53706





608.262.1796 uwss.wisconsin.edu
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Sole Vendor/Source Single Supplier Letter 
 
April 29, 2019 
 
Dan Schumacher 
Wisconsin Eau Claire Athletics 
 
 
Dear Dan, 
 
Athlete Viewpoint is a comprehensive platform designed to gather student-athlete experience 
survey data and provide results through our proprietary visualized analytics platform.  More 
information can be found at our website: athleteviewpoint.com.  
 
Athlete Viewpoint has been developed by us as a web-based platform delivered directly to 
student-athlete and staff.  We are the sole vendor/supplier/distributer/provider of our service.    
 
This letter is to confirm that Athlete Viewpoint is a sole source product, created, sold, and 
distributed exclusively by Athlete Viewpoint.  No other company makes a similar or comparable 
visualized data platform.  We are also the sole provider of an electronic capture of in-person 
student-athlete exit interview content.  These products must be purchased by higher education 
institutions directly from Athlete Viewpoint, and there are no other agents or dealers 
authorized to represent this product.  
 
If you have any questions, please feel free to contact us at the number/email listed below.  
Thanks so much for your assistance! 
 
Best, 
 
 



 
 
Jennifer Cross, COO 
jennifer@athleteviewpoint.com 
(814) 753-1275         
















Non-competitive Request Form for Athlete Viewpoint use 

Benefits to UW-Eau Claire Athletics: 

1. Athlete Viewpoint is a web-based platform delivering directly to the student-athlete and staff 
that collects the responses and puts them in readable format for program review and insight 
into the student-athlete experience.  This saves time on the back end for a human to do that 
calculations and interpret the responses. 

2. By using this survey, we can benchmark our Athletics department against other universities.  
This shows where we need improvement and where we are doing well. It helps tell a recruiting 
message to potential prospects. 

3. A history of responses is kept in the database so we can compare a coach’s year from one year 
to the next to gauge meaningful improvements as well as consistency of positive performance in 
any area. 

4. The use of this survey provides concrete information to guide the Director of Athletics’ end of 
year review meetings with head coaches. It prevents it from being the Director’s perception and 
provide real data. 

5. It keeps a history of responses and ratings so if a concern is raised by a student-athlete, parent, 
fan, etc. there is documentation to show this is not true or there has been improvement shown 
in this area of concern. 
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Sole Vendor/Source Single Supplier Letter 
 
April 29, 2019 
 
Dan Schumacher 
Wisconsin Eau Claire Athletics 
 
 
Dear Dan, 
 
Thank you for your continuing interest Athlete Viewpoint.  We have loved working with you 
these past three years and are excited to continue our relationship. 
  
Athlete Viewpoint is a comprehensive platform designed to gather student-athlete experience 
survey data and provide results through our proprietary visualized analytics platform.  More 
information can be found at our website: athleteviewpoint.com.  
 
Athlete Viewpoint has been developed by us as a web-based platform delivered directly to 
student-athlete and staff.  We are the sole vendor/supplier/distributer/provider of our service.    
 
This letter is to confirm that Athlete Viewpoint is a sole source product, created, sold, and 
distributed exclusively by Athlete Viewpoint.  No other company makes a similar or comparable 
visualized data platform.  We are also the sole provider of an electronic capture of in-person 
student-athlete exit interview content.  These products must be purchased by higher education 
institutions directly from Athlete Viewpoint, and there are no other agents or dealers 
authorized to represent this product.  
 
If you have any questions, please feel free to contact us at the number/email listed below.  
Thanks so much for your assistance! 
 
Best, 
 
 

 
 
Jennifer Cross, COO 
jennifer@athleteviewpoint.com 
(814) 753-1275         




